
UFA Version 2.1

New Features & Changes


The following list briefly describes the modifications made to the UFA software from version 
2.01 to version 2.1. 

�	 Backup/Archive/Restore � This version now includes complete functionality to backup, 
restore, and/or archive UFA Assessments. This also includes the creation of and restoration 
from a single compressed file. 

�	 Target Fine � Version 2.01 automatically reduced the Per Violation Fines to match the 
Recommended Penalty when the minimum documented fine exceeded the Recommended 
Range. A new feature in version 2.1 allows the user to modify the target for the reduction, 
rather than forcing the reduction to match the Recommended Penalty. The Target Fine field 
is located on the Fine Assessment tab and comes into play only when an automatic 
reduction is performed by the software. 

�	 Fine Reduction and Number Documented � Version 2.01 automatically reduced the Per 
Violation Fines only when the minimum sum (one documented for each violation) exceeded 
the UFA Calculated Fine. Version 2.1 will allow users, if desired, to automatically reduce 
the Per Violation Fines to match the Target/UFA Calculated Fine even when they have 
more than on violation documented for any violation type. This resolves the situation in 
which documenting a single count is below the recommended range and increasing it to two 
counts exceeds the range. 

� Minimum Fine Removed � UFA no longer has a minimum fine of $2,000. 

�	 $500 Minimum For Auto-Reduction � Per Violation Fines will not be calculated or 
reduced below $500, except for Record Keeping (non-deliberate). 

�	 Financial Responsibility � A new violation category has been added specifically for 
Financial Responsibility. 

� Online Help � The UFA online Help files have been updated and are now context sensitive. 

�	 UFA Database Repair Utility � A new "heavy duty" external utility is now included with 
UFA 2.1 which will repair/rebuild the UFA database tables. This will help minimize data 
integrity problems. 
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